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08 February 2021 

 

To:  Ministry of Finance 

BudgetTips@@Treasury.gov.za     

Rita.Coetzee@Treasury.gov.za  

 

RE: Budget Tip for MoF  

Dear Minister Mboweni 

Thank you for engaging the public in your economic policy formulation earlier and in your current very 

challenging budget preparations, we welcome the opportunity to again reiterate much of the points we 

presented in our comment on your Economic Policy Paper. 

Free State Agriculture (FSA), an affiliate to AgriSA, represents about 3500 commercial farmer members (Black 

and White) in the Province though a network of 144 local active agricultural associations functioning in all the 

old magisterial areas (note geographic and not political boundaries). The strength of FSA (and AgriSA) is well 

functioning local farmers associations standing together to serve their local rural communities, serve on 

various statutory bodies (Rural Safety & Protection Structures, Fire Protection Associations, Agricultural 

Forums to engage with local Municipalities, Roads Boards, etc.) and to hold local government accountable. 

Furthermore, through the Commodity Associations that affiliate to us (e.g. GrainSA, National Wool Growers 

association, etc.), local commodity specific study groups keep and compare production input, management 

and marketing data, trial new techniques and technologies and transfer twhat they learn to new and 

commercial farmers. The function of amassing and aggregating this data used to be fulfilled by a capable 

agricultural extension service, but is now in that hands of big Agribusiness following the political decision to 

direct all state support to new entrant and subsistence farmers. Hence as a nation we no longer have a public 

accessible database of agricultural inputs – the national Abstract of Agricultural Statistics used to be based on 

the COMBUD (Combined Enterprise budgets)  collected by local extension officers working closely with local 

farmers associations. This was the basis of planning work conducted by Agricultural Economists that 

eventually fed into government budgets and informed policy.  

StatsSA “missed” the 2012 National Census on Agriculture due to budgetary constraints in the Dept. of 

Agriculture and sadly I doubt a truly representative outcome of the 2017 Census on Commercial Agriculture 

due to budgetary constraints again and other reasons, released quietly amid the media hype of 1
st

 COVID 

outbreaks in SA last year. The Department of Rural development and Land Reform has also not yet yielded a 

satisfactory National Land Audit. My point is that without credible national data on agriculture and land 

reform, it is very difficult to plan accordingly. Luckily in this dearth of coordinated data collection the Bureau 

for Food and Agricultural Policy (www.BFAP.co.za) does have a competent CGE modelling team preparing their 

annual macro-economic forecasts.  The BFAP team has also developed the Integrated Value Information 

System (www.IVIS.co.za) to capture and manage rural agricultural data, currently being successfully used by 

GrainSA, and is that basis on which the National Agricultural Master Plan developed in 2020 is based. We wait 

to see what outcome the NAMP efforts yield!  

Despite very challenging climatic conditions the primary-producer price-taker farmers need to contend with 

(and bear the full impact of the risk), the weak global economy and massive political insecurity, our farmers 

innovate and are forced to make a plan for their economic survival and that of their local rural communities. 

Sadly our labour, land reform and international trade and cross border policies have forced labour shedding, 

economies of scale (we note an alarming decline in agricultural enterprises registered for VAT) and 

dramatically limited our export earning capabilities due to poor animal health management and border control 

systems. Rural crime has escalated accordingly dampening rural investment and further draining farmers 
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financial (and physical and emotional!) reserves as massive amounts have to be being spent on rural safety 

and security. Without addressing clearly-organized and extremely violent rural crime, no economic turn-

around can be successful!  Where farmers used to farm and plan for the very long term by re-investing and 

capitalizing their farms for future generations, they are now looking at diversification and risk mitigation 

options outside of SA.    

We welcome proposals to modernizing network industries & the SIP programmes: Our rural roads network 

and especially our gravel roads are in a shocking state of disrepair, this highlighted by the current heavy rains 

and flooding. The cost of doing business escalates due to vehicle damages and in some cases input suppliers 

and product buyers refusing to ride certain roads.  FSA has written a letter to our local MEC as well as the 

Minister of Transport through AgriSA to address the systemic issues within the Roads Department that need 

to be fixed to ensure efficient and cost effective service delivery to get roads fixed. A bloated bureaucracy and 

corrupt tender system have been the demise of roads and test station service delivery.  

ESKOM fixed line rental fees particularly and the ever increasing energy costs remain a major cost component 

to our smaller farmers. We trust that your alternative energy proposals will go a long way to open up the 

market tot small scale suppliers of alternative energy. FSA thus supports the Integrated Energy Plan (IEP) 

proposals and vehemently opposes ESKOMS current plans to increase fixed line fees. This will just drive more 

rural paying consumer’s off-grid spreading the costs of rural power delivery on the indigents of municipalities 

to recoup through equitable share!  

TELKOM has effectively pulled out of rural areas. With mobile Telecoms in rural area upgrading from 3- to 4-G 

the reach is dramatically reduced and many rural dwellers don’t get cellular signal anymore (crucial for IoT 

security devices) and it just isn’t economically viable for the telecom companies to put up towers for a few 

rural dwellers. We propose that rural service delivery incentives be put in place and/or that some of the 

exorbitant profits and salaries paid to the top executives of the mobile industry be regulated to cross 

subsidizing deep rural areas.   

The revised diesel rebate system and delayed repayment of claims is a massive administrative and cash flow 

burden to farmers that needs urgent resolve please. 

Addressing these rural network industries will go a long way to (4.2) create an enabling environment for 

investment in agriculture! 

Around 70% of our members fall into the AgriBEE exempt (i.e. have a turnover of under R10mil) category, so 

the good they do is not captured in the AgriBEE reporting system as most of these exempt farmers are 

technically non-compliant as there is no real incentive for them to undergo yet another administrative burden. 

Dr Frans Cronje of the IRR in addressing the FSA Congress 7-8 Aug in Bloemfontein said "the only debate about 

empowerment policy in South Africa is how to do race-based BEE better. There is no debate about policies that 

might be better than race-based BEE at empowering poor people".  

RE 2.4 Water: infrastructure, regulation, and institutional models, we note the submission also made by the 

Orange Riet Water Users association calling for the political will at DWS to allow the private sector funding for 

raising the Orange Riet canal to unlock the 3000ha of water rights, the potential of which has been lying idle 

for over 15 years now! 

For 6. Promoting export competitiveness and harnessing regional growth opportunities the phytosanitary 

regulations need to be carefully adhered to prevent the huge recent economic losses because of the outbreak 

of Foot and Mouth Disease. Close liaison with the National Animal Health Forum is advised as well as 

tightening up of our counties border controls! Stock and non-ferrous metal theft and other crimes into Lesotho 

are particularly prevalent for FSA.  

Over and above all this we also have wonderful success stories of rural development, sector transformation 

and land reform that don’t get nearly enough recognition. For many examples of “innovative joint ventures can 
boost agricultural production and promote agrarian transformation” see 32 examples presented at the 

Landbou.com and AgriSA  Bella Bella Land Summit in September 2018 and more on the 

www.landsummit.co.za website and more recently the MalutiPALS (Partners in Agri Land Solutions) initiative 

in the Eastern Free State. FSA is a proponent of market based land reform insisting that the S25 of the 

Constitution doesn’t not need to ne change to foster more effective land reform. As such we fully support the 
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statement in box 9 “Land reform must be oriented around growing the agricultural sector to foster economic 

development, and not purely be an endeavour to transfer land.” 

If you require any in-depth information of any of the issues mentioned above we will be more than willing to 

assist. Best wishes in taking these recommendation to policy implementation & enforcement across 

departments and all three spheres of government!  

Yours sincerely, 

 

__________________________ 
Dr. Jack Armour (Ph.D. Ag. Econ. UFS) 

Operations Manager: Agricultural Development, Transformation, Natural Resource & Commercial activities 

Cell: 071 67 202 71, e-mail: jack@vslandbou.co.za  web: www.vslandbou.co.za  
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